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My very first permanent position in the National Park Service was that of
Environmental Education Specialist at Grand Teton National Park in 1973. For two
prior summers, I had worked as a seasonal interpreter sharing my love of the Tetons
with visitors of all ages. Suddenly, I was working, almost exclusively with organized
school groups. What was I going to do? My background was in Law, Biology and
Environmental Studies, not education. Way back in the early 1970s, there weren't a
lot of examples of formal education programs. Even in those parks where they were
they were developing programs, such as Great Smoky Mountains, Everglades and
Yosemite, the efforts were still experimental.
Through trial and error and a sheer love of working with students I began a labor of
love that remains as exciting and challenging today as it did twenty-two years ago.
Education in the National Park Service has seen some exciting highs and dismal
lows. Since 1991, the number of educational programs have increased dramatically.
The increase in interest has resulted in an increase in the number of human
resources who have been successful in developing a wide variety of educational programs.
That is what this edition of Interpretation is all about. Sharing ideas, successes and
failures, winning programs and programs that just didn't work out.
Unlike the early 1970s, there is a large resource of successful park service educators
out there. This publication highlights only a few. Our hope is that our contributors
will stimulate you to look beyond the immediate horizon and realize that education
in the National Park Service is faced with unlimited possibilities.
Bob Huggins, Servicewide Education Coordinator
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Education in the National Parks
A Servicewide Strategy
Bob Huggins
Servicewide Education Coordinator
Education and Interpretation Division

From its very conception, the National Park Service has been faced with the
challenge of taking unfamiliar abstraction such as "preserving" wilderness
and old buildings and interpreting the significance of that action to a sometimes nonchalant, even non-caring audience. Steven Mather and Horace
Albright, recognizing the challenge of preserving resources in a resource consumptive society, established the Office of Education in 1917 as one of, if not
the first "Division" of the National Park Service. Since that time, education
has played a pivotal role in the management of national park sites.
The original focus of education at the national level was not on the visitor but
rather on developing a national constituency that would support the goals of
the National Park Service. As visitation and pressures on the parks increased,
that focus quickly changed to the individual parks and emphasis was placed
on educating the site user.
Interpretation became a hallmark of the National Park Service. The park
ranger in a Smokey Bear hat leading a bird walk through the forest became
the respected, stereotypical and sometimes comic image of the National Park
Service...and the Forest Service, and most other land managing agencies.
From the early 1920s through the mid-1960s interpretation concentrated on
introducing visitors to specific features of a site rather than relating the significance of the site to the visitor and society as a whole. It was as if we
lived in mystical places shielded from the outside world, like an Oz, and it
was enough to share a little knowledge of our special place with others.
During the late 1960s and early 1970s the emerging "environmental movement" forced the National Park Service to re-evaluate its education program.
A "pabulum" approach to education was no longer acceptable as words and
concepts such as "ecology," "environment," and "web of life" instantly
became part of the American lexicon.
The response to this new direction was predictable. A new "initiative" was
created and an Office of Environmental Education was established in
Washington, DC, to provide guidance and materials. New acronyms such as
NEED, NESA, NEEL and STEP were used to identify a variety of environmental education approaches and programs. The Washington Office, through
a contract with Silver-Burdett Publications, produced volumes of educational
curriculum that was distributed throughout the United States. While these
materials were beautifully designed and written, they were probably ahead of
their time. Most schools in the early 1970s did not have environmental education as part of their curriculum. Most teachers had no training in environmental studies and the very "generic" nature of the materials made it difficult
for schools to use.
With the approach of the Nation's Bicentennial in 1976, interest in environmental education began to wane and the central office was finally abolished.
This was followed by a Departmental moratorium on all but mandated outreach programs.
Though seriously discouraged from engaging in outside educational activities, many superintendents recognized the value to management of an educational program and continued that activity, albeit in a very low profile manner.
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In 1989 George Bush was sworn in as president after running a campaign
based on a strong educational platform. In response to the new "Education
President," the NPS formed an Education Task Force which met in January,
1990. The report from that meeting advanced several guiding principles.
• The NPS should view education as a sum of the whole that includes natural
and physical sciences, history, humanities, cultural diversity and arts.
1

The NPS Education Program should remain de-centralized allowing individual parks to work with local schools in the development of curriculum based
programs that met the specific needs of the park and schools, and those programs would be community directed, locally driven with national and global
connections.

• Programs should be non-biased and
reflect current and accurate research
data.
• The NPS should recognize the need
to formally train employees in current
education philosophy and technique
and provide that training at no direct
cost to parks.
In 1991, the NPS received $776,000
for the "Parks as Classrooms" program, a figure that has remained fairly constant through 1995. The majority of this annual budget has been
Students use a soil auger to test the
used to fund park based education
composition of the glacial material supprojects such as curriculum developporting the pine/oak forest. Sleeping
Bear Dunes National Lakeshore
ment, teacher workshops, traveling
kits and A/V programs. Over 100
park employees have taken one of two 80-hour Servicewide training courses
in education program development or management. Many more have taken
abbreviated regional offerings of those two courses.
In October 1991 the 75th Anniversary Symposium "Our National Parks:
Challenges and Strategies for the 21st Century," was held in Vail, Colorado.
"Strategic Objective 3: Education and Interpretation" made several recommendations and as a result of these recommendations, a "Vail Agenda
Education Committee" was formed.
The Vail Education Committee met in St. Louis in March 1994 and produced
a series of Action Plans.
In June 1994, a small Education Work Group was formed to produce an
Education Strategic Plan based on the Vail Action Items.
The strategic plan identified funding needs through the year 2000. These
needs were developed around three basic themes: Audience, Professional
Development, and Sustainability & Integration.
The group agreed that the NPS needed to develop a method to identify audiences that traditionally do not avail themselves of NPS educational opportunities. They recommended examining innovative methods for securing transportation of school children and developing a wide variety of outreach educational materials that would appeal to both traditional and non-traditional
3
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audiences.
The strategy also recommended the establishment of a comprehensive training program for NPS staff and non-NPS educators. This program would
include training for everyone engaged in providing NPS educational programs, electronic access to NPS educational programs for teachers worldwide, and a teacher recognition and development program.
Finally, it was felt that it is critical that the NPS Parks as Classrooms program sustain itself by integrating its function and sharing its successes with
all aspects of the community and NPS management. This could be achieved
through an active public affairs program; formal recognition that education is
an integral part of management; and developing an evaluation process to
measure the short- and long-term impact of the programs on the National
Park System.
Today this strategy and the whole Parks as Classrooms program is being
looked at as a basis on which to build a broader education base that would
include all NPS educational programs both internally and externally and
across divisional lines.
The educational responsibilities of the National Park Service can no longer
be viewed as an abstract function of a well meaning cadre of individuals
called "interpreters." Resource education, both cultural and natural, should
be the yeast that cultures the goals of management and allows us all to rise to
the challenge of maintaining, and in some cases enhancing, the precious
resources of the National Park System.

Education Programs
A Manager's Perspective
Constantine J. Dillon
Superintendent
Homestead National Monument of
America

Education programs can achieve a number of management objectives for a
park. But, as we all know, we are facing a time of limited dollars and fewer
services. A myriad of programs compete for staff time and attention. Parks
as Classrooms programs are no exception. If you are going to develop and
manage an effective education program, you must consider its place in the
overall park operation. Simply to develop a program that the public will like
is not enough. It is essential that the program also meets the park's needs.
Preparing an education program is a two-step process: planning the program
and selling the program. In developing a proposal for your park manager,
you should give consideration to both issues.
Program Planning
In evaluating the place of an education program in the park operation it is
essential to examine the program's role. Whether the program serves to further the park and National Park Service missions will often mean the difference between success and failure. We cannot afford to be conducting extraneous programs.
Education programs have the potential to fulfill a number of management
objectives for the park. In reviewing a proposed education program I asse:
the program's application to these concerns.
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Stewardship and Resource Protection
Education programs can reach children when they are still forming their
opinions, values, and ethics. Long-term survival of park resources is dependent upon a stewardship ethic among the general population. Virtually all
threats to the resource, are, by definition, human-caused. Establishing a bond
between children and the park can create a sense of shared ownership and
life-long commitment to park ethics. As children grow up, they maintain a
kinship with the park and its values. People do not destroy what they own.
Likewise, children are a conduit to adults. Parents, teachers, and other adults
are part of the education program experience. Their participation in the program is either direct (participating in the class experience) or indirect (children share their experience with parents). In either case, the education program is able to extend the park connection through the children to a larger
audience.
Your program plans should specifically address their application to resource
preservation and illustrate the relationship to the park's Resource
Management Plan.

Visitor Diversity
It is an acknowledged fact that park visitation, nationwide, does not reflect
the diversity of the American public. It has been said that the national parks
are "classrooms without walls." Unfortunately, parks are also too often
"classrooms without doors." We have not done a good job of making parks
accessible to new visitors and those not familiar with what national parks
offer. We are not providing the doors for under-represented populations to
access park opportunities. It can be difficult, if not impossible, to reach new
audiences through traditional interpretation programs.
Education programs offer the special ability to target audiences. Programs,
either on-site or off-site, can be specifically designed to reach under-represented groups. This is an especially attractive element of education programs.
Program plans should identify current park demographics in comparison with
national or regional demographics. The plan should then specify how your
program will improve the park's visitation patterns to reach parity. Your
methods for reaching diversity goals should be an integral part of the program design. Further, your program operation should include a method to
measure and evaluate the achievements in visitor demographics. It is a powerful selling point for an education program to be able to illustrate program
success.

Visitation Patterns and Visitor Use
School groups will come to your park regardless of whether you offer an
education program. Unfortunately, these groups can be totally unprepared for
a quality park experience. This can lead to frustrated teachers, bored students, an unwelcome strain on visitor services, over-use of sites, and resource
damage.
Well-designed education programs can help alleviate a number of these problems. Programs can be designed to target sites and direct group activity
away from congested or over-used areas. Organized programs are also more
likely to occupy children's time in a productive and interesting manner. Welldesigned programs will limit resource damage and safety concerns related to
unsupervised youth groups.
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Your program plans should point out the intent to address these issues and
the positive results expected relative to visitor use.

Emphasis on Special Programs or Management
Concerns
Programs can address special emphasis programs or needs. Undoubtedly,
your park has some identified in the Statement for Management. Your plan
should indicate the program application to these elements. In some cases,
entire education programs can be built around a special emphasis issue such
as exotic species control or historic building preservation.

A National Park Service Ranger explains how Indian women tanned buffalo hides to
make tipis. The Museum of Westward Expansion, Visitor Center, Jefferson National
Expansion Memorial, St. Louis, Missouri, Interpreter David Euler.

Park/Community Partnerships
Partnerships are a major emphasis of the National Park Service and the
Federal Government as a whole. Education programs are an unparalleled
opportunity to involve partnerships. Partnerships with schools, donors, private sector businesses, non-profit organizations, volunteers, concessions, and
cooperating associations are only a few of the potential associations.
Clearly, all education programs should contain partnership elements.
Program plans should specifically seek out these partnerships and highlight
the benefits.

Selling Your Program
At some point you will have to sell your program to your superintendent.
Pitching a program is an overlooked process. Don't assume the attitude that a
good program will sell itself, this is not necessarily the case. Like any product, you should be prepared to market and sell your education program.
Superintendents are dealing with a variety of competing programs, issues,
and problems from a range of sources inside and outside the park. What may
seem an obvious or pressing need to you may not stand up to the manager's
6
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priorities. Therefore, it is in your best interest that you prepare a solid, professional case for selling your idea. After all, if you are promoting yourself
and your program as quality interpretation, your sale should be of equal quality.
• Address the basics of any new program: Is it 1) realistic, 2) achievable, and
3) appropriate?
Your pitch must address the issues of money and staffing. Be prepared to
demonstrate how your program affects other interpretation programs and park
projects. What park objectives or goals does your program address? Is there
an effect on maintenance operations or the programs of other divisions?
These are the fundamental concerns a manager will have for all park operations.
• Timing is everything. Does your program mesh with, or interfere with, park
goals for the year? Are you proposing a new program as the park is cutting
back? Are you aware of the budget cycle and the proper time to propose programs for the fiscal year? What other problems are competing for the superintendent's and the park's attention right now? Choosing the right time to
pitch a new program can be crucial.
• Demonstrate the relevance to your park's legislation and plans. Reference the
enabling legislation, General Management Plan, Statement for Management,
Interpretive Prospectus, Statement for Interpretation. Also show the applications of such things as NPS-6, NPS-32, the Safety Plan, and other applicable
guidelines. Specify in your pitch how your program relates to these documents.
• Make your proposal complete. Don't propose half-thought-out ideas.
Respect your manager's time and prepare well thought out plans. Address
questions that are certain to come up: cost, staffing, effect upon other programs, etc.
• Know and confront the national agendas and servicewide initiatives. If your
program ties to one of these initiatives it is more likely to be approved. Your
pitch should include reference to all applicable issues.
• Use assertiveness techniques in selling your program.
State the problem.
What the problem is doing.
Explain your solution.
Explain how your idea will solve these problems.
Describe the consequences of not approving your idea.
• Use samples, displays, charts, statistics, pictures, or any other devices that
will help sell your concept. Remember, you are familiar with your idea, have
probably seen other education programs, or have a lot of familiarity with the
Parks as Classrooms concept. There is a good chance your manager has not.
Anything you can do to help your superintendent understand the package will
be valuable.
• Use examples. Has anyone else tried this before or in another park?
Illustrate and highlight the positive results. If there have been serious problems, make sure you address how your program corrects them.
• Make an appointment for your pitch and let the manager know the subject in
advance. This will help your superintendent to set aside time to give you full
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attention. Don't go in cold. By providing preparatory information your manager will be better prepared for the meeting.
Education programs are an important element in park management. They
can further park objectives in manners not available to other procedures.
But, they are in competition with many competing programs a manager must
evaluate in allocating limited funds and resources. No park can afford to
carry extraneous or luxury programs. Developing an education program that
addresses major park and servicewide objectives, is well thought out, and
suitably-proposed, will benefit you, visitors, and park resources for years to
come.

Plying Uncharted Waters
David B. Dahlen
Program Coordinator
Mather Training Center

"Cap'n, land ho!! Land on the horizon!!" The goal is in sight. But wait!
"Steady the helm, looks like a reef off the port bow! Watch out for those
rocks! Storm clouds are in the distance! Is that an iceberg over there!? Talk
about uncharted waters!" We're off on a voyage with great promise. If successful, the voyage will establish new interpretive training standards and provide the National Park Service with a model for employee development.
But, we have no compass or navigational charts to guide us! Can we make
it? What's in store? How did we get into such an exciting, yet unpredictable
position??!
Let's start from the beginning. . . .
The interpretive curriculum "voyage" is part of the Interpretive (R)evolution
begun by Corky Mayo, Chief of Interpretation, WASO, during the National
Association for Interpretation Conference of 1993. A work group was proposed at that meeting to evaluate the current interpretive training program in
the NPS. The importance of educating the interpretive employees of the NPS
is an essential link in fulfilling our duties to visitors of all ages through interpretive and education programs. Nothing was wrong with the Interpretive
Skills training program; many would agree that it has been the most successful and innovative training program the NPS has developed. But the randomness of course offerings and the expense involved did not serve the long term
goal to provide a systematic career training program for NPS interpreters. As
a result of this initiative, a new training vision has been defined which
promises to dramatically improve the effectiveness of training, AND elevate
the high standard of interpretive professionalism to which we aspire. It is a
voyage which few (if any) public agencies have attempted.
The first work group meeting took place August 1-5, 1994, at Mather
Training Center. Twelve interpreters from across the Service met to discuss
how to move the profession forward through training. After wide-ranging
early discussions, a breakthrough occurred when we realized that the agency
restructuring plan and Ranger Careers initiative had placed us in a position to
take dramatic steps to change the way we do business. Not only did we have
an opportunity to redesign the training program, we also had the chance to
merge the plan with the field-oriented structure of the "new" agency! The
work group stepped out of the old paradigm and built from the ground up an
entirely new model for inteipretive training. Many familiar elements of the
Skills program are spread throughout, but the methods and procedures by
which the competencies will be taught have been radically altered. A second
group of 14 interpreters from field and regional offices met at Mather in
October to begin to determine how we would reach the training vision. The
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combined effort of the two groups has produced an excellent body of work
which is exciting and challenging.
With this plan, a person entering the interpretive career field will have a
clearly defined training path which will meet their development needs while
providing them the tools to advance through the Ranger Careers program and
beyond. The new training model will provide by focusing on "essential competencies." These competencies are knowledge, skills or abilities which are
needed at each stage of an interpretive career. Every training component will
carry with it a requirement that the competency taught during the training be
demonstrated satisfactorily before the person may move to the next course.
At the GS-5/7 level, these competencies must be demonstrated in conjunction
with satisfactory job performance in order to advance to the full performance
GS-9 level.
Another feature of the plan is that all persons performing interpretation in an
NPS area will be required to obtain the basic skills needed to prepare and
present an interpretive talk. In addition, Park Rangers entering the Park
Ranger (P) career field will be required to complete basic interpretive training
as part of their overall development plan, alongside (P/I) and (I) Rangers.
Once interpreters reach the GS-9 level, they will have a series of professional
development opportunities to complete their journey-level performance skills.
After completing this course work, Rangers will have options to prepare them
for higher graded positions such as 1) Supervisor/Manager, 2) Education
Specialist, or 3) Subject Matter Expert. Each track will have supporting
training plans to provide the skills necessary to reach higher graded positions.
The course work at this stage in a ranger's career will be optional and depend
on the specific interpreter's personal and professional interests. Another feature of the Plan is that throughout their careers, interpreters will have
Service-funded alternative career development options available to them
through outside sources. These options will include correspondence courses,
programmed learning, independent studies, and accredited university courses/continuing education.
The new training model fits well with the Training and Employee
Development Task Force (T&ED) Plan for professional development of NPS
staff. T&ED has produced an entirely new structure for all NPS training, in
response to the Vail Report and other agency mandates for improved
Servicewide training opportunities. Under the T&ED Plan, employees and
supervisors will take an active role in the professional growth of the
employee. Courses will be delivered in a developmental context, being taken
as they become needed rather than as an after a person occupies the position
for a lengthy period. Courses that offer essential skills in each career field
will be funded through the Servicewide training account. Subject areas
common to all career fields will be taught in an interdisciplinary manner,
including participants from all divisions.
The Interpretive Curriculum has many exciting facets and defines a pathway
for professional growth for interpreters. It is a "work-in-progress" however,
and many questions must be answered before the voyage is complete. Who
will assess the competencies? Who/where/how will this system be tracked?
How much funding will be available to meet the needs of such an ambitious
plan? What about those people recently promoted through Ranger Careers,
and other current employees who have not had all of the prescribed training?
This summer a needs assessment was sent to a statistical sampling of field
and staff interpreters. This input will help us fine-tune the structure and the
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content of the curriculum. Additional meetings to refine the plan, answer
questions, and write lesson plans for the curriculum will take place soon after
the needs assessment feedback has been obtained.
We may have to throw the helm "hard a-starboard," or "tack to port" to make
it through the uncharted waters. But the goal of raising the standard of interpretation and education programs in the NPS by providing employees with a
pro-active, easily followed training plan is well worth the effort. If we are
successful, we will have charted a course that not only will be followed by
other career fields in the NPS, but could become a model for other agencies
and organizations. Credit for the marvelous work done to date goes to those
in the work groups, who have been an inspiration through their enthusiasm,
vision, and commitment to excellence. These are exciting waters to navigate,
full of many unknowns. Superimposed on the quickly changing NPS, this
voyage holds tremendous potential for long lasting rewards, if we hold firm
to the wheel. In the words of an old salt, "A ship in the harbor is safe, but
that is not what ships are made for." It promises to be a worthwhile trip!

Curriculum-Based Programs: What's
the Big Deal?
Marsha B. Starkey
Education/Public Relations Specialist
Harpers Ferry NHP

During a break at a recent training session the subject of education programs
came up. "So what's the big deal?", said one ranger. "Yeah, I don't get it,"
agreed another, "what's so important about curriculum? Can't we just do
what we have been doing?" There seemed to be general consensus throughout the group. I just listened and realized, really realized, that there are probably many park service personnel, from superintendents through front line
rangers, who don't understand what the big deal is. I came to the National
Park Service after many years as a teacher. With this background I just naturally understood the need and place for curriculum-based programs. This
conversation was an eye-opener.

Curriculum - Ours and Theirs
I don't think many of us would dispute the long-standing educational mission
of the National Park Service. Let's take this educational component one step
further into the development of curriculum-based programs, specifically for
schools.
Many organizations have a curriculum component, a tenet that guides their
organization. The park service is no different. The NPS has an overall mission statement and each park has enabling legislation, interpretive prospectus,
and other management documents which provide the framework for decisionmaking. In program development parks decide what subjects, topics, and
themes will be interpreted at each site. This information can be directly correlated to various courses of study at a variety of grade/developmental levels
in schools.
All schools have curricula which basically outlines what to teach and when
to teach it. This is important because learning is a building process. The cur
ricula helps to establish context, sequence and timing. It identifies certain
competencies that are taught at specific grade/developmental levels. These
competencies are broken down into subject areas such as Social Studies,
Science, Language Arts, etc. Conversely this information can be directly correlated to the themes, subjects, and topics at various park sites.
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By identifying common points of interest a match can be made. Don't force
the fit. Look for areas that do fit. For example one theme at Harpers Ferry
NHP is the Civil War. Schools obviously teach Civil War history. The task
was to identify the appropriate grade level and develop a program. (A new
program is not required. You might have an existing one that could be adjusted to fulfill your needs.) After meeting with the Curriculum Director for
Jefferson County, West Virginia, schools we decided the best match was at
the fifth grade level. In 1989 Harpers Ferry NHP presented "Stonewall's
Greatest Victory" to approximately five hundred fifth grade students. This
was the beginning of our now flourishing partnership and the first of many
curriculum-based programs with one of the local school systems.
You might ask why this particular program was developed. The answer is
simple; it was needed. At that time an area of our battlefield, still in private
hands and unprotected, was threatened by development. Many people in the
area did not know the significance of the land or that it was even a part of the
battlefield. The park needed to increase public awareness. Local community
programs were presented to address the immediate need, but it was obvious
we also had to reach future generations in a way that held special meaning
for them. The pieces of the puzzle fit together to meet the needs and mandates of both the park and the school system.
Developing a curriculum-based program does not mean changing your entire
interpretive operation, but adding it can produce innumerable benefits.

Benefits? What Benefits?
The benefits of incorporating curriculum-based programs into your
existing interpretive operation are
far-reaching. Some can be immediately calculated to show increased
attendance at park events or additional requests for programs, but some
benefits accumulate over time and
may not be known until sometime in
the future.
Curriculum-based programs can
assist parks in building a constituency and promoting an awareness and
appreciation of our natural and cultural resources. This task is best and
most appropriately started at an early
age. By reaching out and involving
young people the NPS is also influencing teachers, parents, and other
family members.

An Indiana Dunes Ranger takes a group
for a hike on the dunes, while explaining
succession and dune formation.

Consistency and continuity in programming can sometimes be a problem,
especially when they are people driven. Curriculum-based programs require
the expertise of educators and rangers. This teamwork is a way of insuring
consistency and continuity. Many parks with long-standing curriculum-based
programs have found themselves facing angry teachers, parents, and students
when cuts have been made in this area.
Curriculum-based programs show professional educators that what parks
have to offer fits right in with what they are teaching. This is important
because teachers have to justify their trips to principals and boards of educa11
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tion. Money for trips is minimal and in many areas only serious educational
opportunities are considered. We can help sell our programs better if the
connection is evident.
Most importantly, we have the real thing, from artifacts to natural wonders.
In what better setting could hands-on, motivational experiences occur! At the
same time students are learning about the fragile ecosystems of Padre Island
or cultural traditions at Knife River Indian Villages they are also learning the
importance of preserving and protecting these sites.

Who Can Help?
The best news is you are not alone. There are many sources of assistance.
Many parks have been developing and presenting curriculum-based programs
for years. Ask for help. While canvassing other parks for ideas and suggestions don't overlook the expertise on your own ranger/VIP staff. No one
knows your park and neighboring communities better!
The other important part of this team is the educators. Remember, they have
different jobs and different areas of expertise that range from classroom
teachers, curriculum directors, and principals to the board of education
offices. If your first contact is not receptive, don't give up. There are many
educators who will be thrilled to work with you.
Another, sometimes forgotten source, is friends groups and other organizations involved with interpretation. Many organizations have recognized the
importance of this type of program and have developed their own offerings.

The Big Deal
In this day and age of continuing and increasing threats to our national parks,
perhaps it is time we took more definite steps to foster a sense of ownership
and stewardship in future generations. One way to accomplish this task is to
become a part of the school curriculum.
Many parks like Everglades, Lowell, Big Thicket, and Santa Monica
Mountains can attest to the importance of curriculum-based programs. They
are an effective way of perpetuating the NPS mission.
So you see the big deal is children. The big deal is the future of the National
Parks. The big deal is the power we have as caretakers of this country's
greatest natural and cultural treasures to nurture another generation of caretakers. It can be done and it has been done. Developing a good, solid curriculum-based program for schools or any organization requires planning,
commitment and teamwork. It does not happen overnight, but the benefits are
well worth the effort.

For More Information
Conference of National Park Service Cooperating Associations. The
Exchange. Fall, 1992.
National Park Service, Interpretive Design Center. Interpretation. Summer,
1990.
National Park Service. Programming for School Groups: An Interpreter's
Guide. 1991.
National Park Service, Division of Audio Visual Arts. Parks As Classrooms
video, 1992.
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Teaching in a Culturally Diverse World
Robin White
Education Specialist
Petroglyph National Monument

Recognition of diversity is more urgent than ever in our national parks and
schools. Traditionally, both agencies have engaged in a policy of exclusion.
Diversity demands that we begin to talk about and initiate inclusion. The
concept of diversity can be used to bring the culture and values of others into
the National Park Service and the classroom to promote inclusion.
Historically, minorities have been overlooked in numerous organizations. It
is critical that we exercise various means to remove social barriers and
develop an information network system within the communities to strengthen
our objectives; make commitments to move beyond social, cultural, and color
boundaries; and interact with people and local community agencies. We
must implement programs that not only reflect the will of the people but
reflect their needs as well.
Urban residents, in low and moderate income neighborhoods, are often
unaware of regional recreational and environmental resources. This can create a serious void in the lives of both adults and our youth. We should apply
our skills to bridge that void.
Culturally diverse populations continue to rise. We witness daily the movement of urbanites and the ethnic growth of inner-cities as our rural areas
decrease. We are members of a fast-paced, high-tech society and often fail to
meet the needs of the rising minority population.
Societies are not responsive to ethnic groups nor mentally equipped to adequately interact with them. A lack of knowledge, limited exposure, poor
communication skills and insensitivity leads to racism. This unawareness
can also be contributed to the widespread assumption by the majority that
everybody shares their cultural values. Therefore, the majority are not
expected to be concerned about the other group's need, since the system was
created to ensure their success.
According to Cuney Taylor, section head of the City of Albuquerque
Community Recreation Services, "the role of the city in relation to teaching
cultural tolerance lies within various community centers where implemented
programs are influenced by the following educational activities; interacting
self-development activities; arts & crafts incorporated with cultural enhancement and cultural affiliation field trips."
Mr. Taylor strongly feels that one must have an awareness of self to understand and respect other cultural groups, and one must be willing to share their
cultural affiliation to educate others.
Within the past few years the City of Albuquerque has hired employees
whose duties consist of program preparation for diverse youth groups, and,
like Petroglyph National Monument, the employees are working with various
agencies to develop partnerships throughout the city.
The present establishments have the power to evoke change by launching
effective, culturally diverse, sensitive outreach programs that include the following objectives:
Personnel with cultivated abilities to establish and maintain effective liaison
with communities, group leaders and related agencies.
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• Implemented programs designed to relate to a groups' educational level, cultural background, interests and learning styles.
• Specially crafted programs are key elements to change attitudes, knowledge
and behavior.
• Under-represented groups should be encouraged and allowed to develop an
understanding of their interrelationship with themselves and their environment. They must be given the chance to become knowledgeable of the educational/career opportunities offered within the National Park Service.
• The future needs for minority urban recreation/educational activities can be
fulfilled by implementing outreach efforts in the communities. The National
Park Service should be directly associated with organized educational groups
such as schools, libraries, scout groups, museums, churches, youth agencies
and conservation organizations.
• Efforts should enable students, community and group leaders to learn firsthand about self-discipline, management alternatives for environmental and
cultural issues through various workshops, and training sessions promoting
regional awareness. Participants should be taught how to think about issues,
not what to think.
As corporations and agencies look at urban trends (culturally diverse issues),
the commitment should be ongoing, outlasting the inevitable changes of the
administration.
Neither institutions nor friends can make a race stand, but they can contribute
to the strength and advancement of a race. We must teach our children that
knowledge can be obtained under difficulties. Poverty can give way to affluence. Despair need not extinguish self-respect nor crush ambition. Our children must learn that there is no power outside of self that can prevent one
from sustaining character.

Grants - A New Way of Thinking
Patti Reilly
Director, Parks as Classrooms
National Park Foundation

Funding is an essential element of any education program and is perhaps the
greatest challenge facing interpreters today. No longer is the park budget the
only source of funding. Now there are other alternatives. As funding
becomes scarcer, and the competition more intense, parks are turning to partners and outside sources to help fund education programs. These alternatives require a new way of thinking and doing business.
How realistic is it to get additional funding? Here are some interesting facts.
• According to the 1992 Annual Report on Philanthropy America's individuals,
foundations, and corporations donated an estimated total of $124.3 billion,
with over 80% coming from individuals - $101.83 billion.
• There are over 33,000 granting foundations in the U.S.
• Corporations donated $6 billion in 1992.
While these facts are encouraging one should not assume that getting grants
is easy. Just mention the phrase alternative funding or the word grants and
you get a variety of reactions ranging from intense frustration to enthusiastic
endorsement. Planning is an essential ingredient. Writing a grant should not
be a paper exercise. The grant process should support program development
and help define where the program is going. In other words, you should
derive some benefit from the process even if you never get funded. If this is
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not happening, perhaps you need to examine why you are applying, how you
are going about it, and to whom you are applying. Often, the grant process is
viewed as a separate activity and becomes a heavy burden for the program
manager.
The good news is that many parks have been very successful in obtaining
funding to continue or develop new programs. Grants are funding transportation, teacher training, curriculum development, program equipment, and
much more. These parks now have vested partners and have increased the
sustainability of the program. Not unlike the concept of biodiversity - there
is strength in numbers. With more partners involved, the program is less
likely to go under when funding is threatened. Also, when the community is
more active in the program, they develop a sense of ownership and inclusion
in the park - one of the key goals of Parks as Classrooms®.
Since accepting this IPA (Inter-governmental Personnel Assignment) at the
National Park Foundation, I am often asked, "How does the Foundation's
grant program work?" and " How do you develop a winning grant proposal? I
will address both of these questions in this article and use the Foundation's
procedures as an example of a typical grant process. Every foundation and
corporation has their own guidelines, however, if you conquer the basics, you
will be in good shape.
The first step to grant writing is understand the rules and determine what is
best for your situation. What works for one park may not be the best
approach for another park. Let's look at the basic steps involved.

Program planning and development
Develop an education plan that describes the park, the education
programs/partners/facilities, and where the program is headed in the next five
years. Before you can approach a funder, you need to demonstrate that the
park is committed to the program and that the funder plays an important role
in achieving overall goals.
The plan doesn't have to be a lengthy document, just one that addresses current and future situations. The plan should include potential funding sources
and act as a guide for the manager. Include park staff, teacher(s) and other
community representatives as appropriate in the development of the plan.
Participation early on in the process will ensure a sense of ownership and
responsibility for the program(s). For example if a park wants to develop a
new program, it should consider alternative funding sources at least a year in
advance. Thinking ahead is the name of the game.

Research
Find out which organizations might support the program and the park.
Organizations usually have specific areas of interest and some have geographic concentrations as well. Once you identify a few organizations, check
their history and past record to see how much they contributed and what they
funded. Annual reports, newsletters, and foundation directories are good
sources. See source list for grantseekers at the end of the article for more
information.

Applying for the Grant
This is probably the most difficult part. Follow the guidelines and be creative. Most grant applications require a cover sheet, narrative that addresses
the purpose, need, history of the applying organization, goals and objectives,
methodology, timetable, description of key staff, budget, evaluation, and
attachments. You will go through a number of drafts so don't get discour15
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aged. Ask someone who is not connected with the project to read the proposal - if they cannot understand what you are asking for, chances are neither
will the funder. Things should flow in a logical order and be easy to understand.

Notification
Grant decisions are made one or more times a year, depending on the organization. The review period can vary from a few weeks to several months.
Once the decision is made, a letter is sent to the applying organization.
Regardless of the decision, you should send a letter thanking the organization
for the opportunity to apply leaving the door open for future communication.
Remember people give to people.

Managing the Grant
If you receive a grant, the notification letter should include reporting and
administrative instructions. Pay close attention to this information. The park
is responsible for meeting the terms of the grant agreement, regardless of any
personnel changes. Communicate with your funder. Don't wait until the
report is due. Letters, photographs, press releases, etc. tell the funder that the
project is on track and that their support is appreciated. Keep accurate
records and copies of all communications. Ask questions if something is not
clear to you.

Example: National Park Foundation
The Foundation is the official nonprofit partner of the National Park Service.
Dedicated to helping meet the needs of the country's 368 National Parks, the
Foundation was chartered by Congress in 1967 to channel private resources
into the Parks. Funds are directed into targeted programs and projects in the
National Parks in four distinct areas of need:
• Education and outreach
• Visitor information services and interpretive facilities
• Support for National Park Service volunteers
• Support for National Park Service employees
Since 1990, the Foundation has awarded more than $7.6 million to the
National Parks (January 1995). Grants are awarded through a formal grants
program initiated in 1991 - leveraging an additional $600,000 in donations
from other sources - and through endowments or permanent funds managed
by the Foundation and earmarked by donors for specific purposes in the
parks. Over 80% of the grants awarded support education and outreach programs.
Once you have identified a potential funder, the next step is to review the
grant procedures and criteria. For example, in reviewing grant requests, the
National Park Foundation applies the following criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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relevance to program areas;
degree of benefit to system (need);
leverage other funding or activities;
visibility/excitement;
tangible results to meet real needs;
achievable objectives (focused);
sustainable;
appropriate budget given scale of project; and
timing.
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The Foundation does not fund routine operating costs or the front-end of
large capital campaigns. Looking at the focus, criteria, and limitations of a
grant program will tell you whether the organization is a good match for your
program. Note when applications are due and what they should include.

Do's and Don'ts
Do
• Follow instructions - read the criteria
• Make the proposal easy to read - be neat
• Organize material
• Proofread
• Include letters of commitment - letters of support are nice but they do not
have the same impact as ones that commit resources
• Review for completeness
• Ask a friend to read the proposal
• Spend time on the title
Don't
• Use jargon and acronyms
• Assume the reader knows the significance of your site
• Use more words than necessary
The key to getting funded is having a good idea, a solid proposal, and the
right funder. Consult one of the "how-to" books listed at the end of the article
for the basic elements of a grant. Talk to your colleagues and share ideas.
No matter what you do, how well you prepare, keep things in perspective.
Seeking grants is a little like fishing - you don't always catch one!

Things to Consider When Drafting a Parks as
Classrooms® Proposal
• What are the objectives? Are they clear and concise? What is the link
between the program and park mission? How does this project fit in with
what the park is already doing?
• Who is the intended audience and how can they best be reached? If this is a
new audience, what special needs do they have? What methods have proven
effective - why have you selected this approach? Are the activities appropriate for the target audience?
• What skills will the students gain? What is the content/subject matter? What
are the learner outcomes? What will the students (participants) gain as a
result of this project?
• Have teachers/educators/students been involved in the planning and development - is the program and/or educational resource needed? Why? How does
the project relate to their educational objectives, curriculum mandates, etc.?
• How will the project be evaluated? Who will conduct the evaluation? How
will the results be reviewed and used? How will you know if the educational
objectives have been achieved?
• What connections can be made to other national parks? Is the project replicable? If so, how and where? Cite specific examples. If appropriate, include
other parks in the project.
• Sustainability of project - what happens after the grant? How will the project
continue? Will the educational resource(s)/products be available after the
grant?
• Leverage - who can support this project? What can the school (organization)
do? Friends group? Cooperating Association?
• How long will it take to develop the program, write the guide, or develop the
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educational resource? Is the timeline reasonable? Who will do the work?
How long will it take to contract a consultant?
• Does the budget reflect the entire project (not just the amount you are
requesting) and support all the necessary steps? Transportation, teacher
stipends, consultant fees, etc.? Include all sources, in-kind, etc. provided
they are related to the project.

Other tips
' Include letters of commitment from project partners and participants. Letters
of commitment carry more weight than letters of support.
• Ask questions. Review the list of grant awards and consult previous grant
recipients.

Resources for Grantseekers
Local libraries
The Foundation Center - an independent national service organization established by foundations to provide information on private giving. The New
York, Washington D.C., Cleveland, and San Francisco reference collections
operated by the Foundation Center offer a wide variety of services and comprehensive collections of information on foundations and grants.
Cooperating collections are libraries, community foundations and other nonprofit agencies that provide a core collection of Foundation Center publications and a variety of supplementary materials and services in areas useful to
grantseekers. The core collection consists of:
Foundation Center's Guide to Proposal Writing
Foundation Directory 1 and 2, and Supplement
Foundation 1000
Foundation Fundamentals
Foundation Giving
Foundation Grants Index
Foundation Grants Index Quarterly
Foundation Grants to Individuals
Guide to U.S. Foundations, Their Trustees, Officers, and Donors
Literature of the Nonprofit Sector
National Directory of Corporate Giving
Selected Grants Guides
User-Friendly Guide
To check on new locations and current information, call toll free 1-800-4249836.
The Foundation Center
8th floor
79 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10003
(212)620-4230
The Foundation Center
312 Sutter St., Rm. 312
San Francisco, CA 94108
(415)397-0902
The Foundation Center
1001 Connecticut Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20036
(202)331-1400
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The Foundation Center
Kent H. Smith Library
1422 Euclid, Suite 1356
Cleveland, OH 44115
(216)861-1933
Cooperating collections exist throughout the US. Call the 800 number for
the location closest to you. Cooperating Collections agree to provide free
public access to a basic collection of Foundation Center publications during a
regular schedule of hours, offering free funding research guidance to all visitors. Many also provide a variety of special services for local nonprofit organizations, using staff or volunteers to prepare special materials, organize
workshops, or conduct orientations.
The Grantsmanship Center publishes Nonprofit Catalog and provides training. For information, call (213)482-9860.
The Taft Group publishes the Taft Corporate Giving Directory and other
directories of funding sources. For a catalogue, call (800)877-TAFT
Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance.
US Govt Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402
The Environmental Grantmakers Association Annual Directory. (212)3734260
Corporate 500: The Directory of Corporate Philanthropy. Public
Management Institute. For information, call (415)896-1900
Environmental Grantmaking Foundations. The Environmental Data Research
Institute. For information, call (800) 724-1857
The Chronicle of Philanthropy. Biweekly periodical with articles, resources,
calendars, grant deadlines, and much more. Call (800)347-6969 for more
information.
Hall, Mary. Getting Funded: A Complete Guide to Proposal Writing.
Portland, OR: Continuing Education Publications, 1988. —PHONE
Brewer, Ernest W., Charles M. Achilles, and Jay R. Fuhriman. Finding
Funding Grantwriting for the Financially Challenged Educator. CA: Corwin
Press, Inc., 1993.
Ferguson, Jacqueline, ed. The Grantseekers's Guide to Project Evaluation.
VA: Capitol Publications Inc., 1992. (800)221-0425
Campobasso, Laura, Emille Mead, and Jeff Schwartz. A Guide to Designing
Effective Proposals. MD: World Wildlife Fund Publications, 1991. (301)3386951
North American Association for Environmental Education in cooperation
with USEPA. Grant Funding For Your Environmental Education Program:
Strategies and Options. OH: NAAEE Publications, 1993.

Cardinal Rules of Grant Seeking
If you need it now, you have started your fund-raising process too late.
Average funding cycles range from three months to two years.
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Big grants take no more work than small grants. Ask for and follow the
grantors' guidelines.
Do your homework - perceptions start with the first contact. Be prepared for
your first phone call by knowing why the organization should be interested.
Edit and re-edit documents to present the project effectively.
Be concrete. Grantors look for projects that address a real need with measurable results. Show how the partnership will accomplish the project, and list
the members - grantors like to know who they will be supporting and who
else is contributing and how much.
People give to people. When grantors consider supporting a project, they
may want to meet principle players. Energy and optimism, combined with a
well-grounded sense of reality, can generate similar feelings in grantors.
Only rarely can you have too big a vision or ask for too much support.
Look for local sources - there are more than you think.
Above all else, maintain integrity. Do not overstate potential impacts, play
organizations off against one another, or otherwise misrepresent intentions.
Cardinal Rules Reprinted from Conservation Partnerships, A Field Guide to
Public-Private Partnering for Natural Resource Conservation. National Fish
and Wildlife Foundation. 1993

Beyond the Teacher Workshop:
Institutes—Exceptional Learning
Opportunities for Educators
Julia Washburn
Education Specialist
Harpers Ferry National Historical Park
John Piltzecker
Education Specialist
Boston National Historical Park
Betsey Clopine
Education Specialist
Lowell National Historical Park

Workshops—Only the Beginning
Teacher workshops are positive tools for enhancing park education programs.
They can take many forms and accomplish a variety of goals. Parks often
sponsor workshops that introduce educators to new "Parks as Classrooms"
programs or solicit help from teachers in the early stages of program development. Whether a half day or several days long, workshops are wonderful
opportunities to involve teachers in national park education programs and
help them make physical connections with park resources. However, teacher
workshops are only the beginning. There is great potential for collaborative
employee development opportunities involving park staff and educators.

Institutes—The Next Step
Professional learning takes time and is a complex process (McLaughlin and
Marsh, 1975). Likewise, implementing educational innovations—such as
using parks as living classrooms or embracing interactive teaching techniques-requires time, thought and "substantive training" (O'Neil, 1994).
Kathleen Devaney in her essay titled "Warmth, Concreteness, Time, and
Thought in Teachers' Learning" (1979) recorded the following comments of a
teacher she interviewed:
If I am, in fact, going to select appropriate pieces of curriculum to fit my own
students, my basic need is to have a variety of resource people whose practical experience I can respect, and the ability to use one of those people not in
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a one shot workshop, but over time, in as much depth as I am ready for."(p.
21)
Institutes are developed in partnership with schools and other educational
institutions such as universities and museums. In general, they go far beyond
the scope of teacher workshops, providing in-depth learning opportunities for
educators and park staff. A longer time-frame and more detailed agenda
allow the participants to explore new ideas and techniques, grasp and debate
subject matter concepts, and form lasting professional relationships of great
benefit to both parks and schools.
As we move into the 21st century, it is becoming painfully clear that national
park resources are threatened. Development, encroachment, environmental
degradation and a myriad of other factors are endangering the national legacy
we are charged with protecting. In order to fulfill our preservation mission,
the Service must work to develop "constituencies which are sensitive to the
importance of park resources and which will help defend parks" (The Vail
Agenda, p. 126). With a growing population to reach and shrinking park
budgets, we need partners who are willing to work with us to accomplish this
important task. Educators are ready and willing to help, and the parks have a
lot to offer them in return. However, it takes time and energy to develop lasting partnerships with teachers that truly benefit park resources and students.
Institutes are excellent venues for nurturing these valuable relationships and
generating tangible products which have long-term benefits for the parks and
their communities.

Benefits to Parks
The most valuable result of a successful teacher institute is a cadre of teachers who have developed a personal sense of ownership and concern for park
resources. Participants gain knowledge and learn skills which empower them
to teach their students and colleagues about the importance of natural and
cultural resources and the mission of the National Park Service. They also
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develop strong and lasting connections with park staff members which result
in collaboration on education projects and exchange of ideas and information
long after the institute's completion. Institutes can be valuable staff development opportunities for park staff as well. In many cases, park staff also
become institute participants, allowing them to interact with teachers as
peers, refresh their knowledge of park resources and methods for teaching
about them, update their knowledge of pedagogy and gain inspiration for
improving park programs. There are usually more tangible products as well.
Participants may create a new educational program from scratch, critique and
revise existing programs, develop teaching materials such as traveling trunks
or curriculum guides or plan teacher workshops and training programs. The
many possibilities are challenging.

Benefits to Schools
Institutes provide subject matter training for educators, offering them the
opportunity to hear academics present up-to-date research, read the latest
books, watch artisans practice their craft and engage in resource-related intellectual dialogue. Institutes are also an excellent venue for taking risks, trying
pedagogical innovations or creating new approaches to teaching science and
social studies in and out of the classroom. Because institutes often draw educators from a variety of different geographical areas, they also provide teachers an opportunity to network with colleagues from different counties or
states. Perhaps most importantly, institutes help teachers make education
more accessible and exciting for their students in partnership with the national parks.

Institutes in Action
Just as each park is unique, there is great diversity in the different approaches
parks have taken when sponsoring institutes. Here, we have highlighted three
very different models to demonstrate the potential of these creative experiences.
New England and the Formation of the New Nation: 1760-1822 is a threeweek summer institute for upper-elementary level teachers in the Boston,
Quincy and Salem, Massachusetts, school systems. The institute is coordinated by Boston National Historical Park and sponsored by the collaborating
partners of the People and Places Program, which includes historic sites on
Boston's Freedom Trail and Black Heritage Trail, Adams National Historic
Site, Boston African-American National Historic Site and Salem Maritime
National Historic Site. People and Places is a menu of learning experiences
that introduce Boston's fourth- and fifth-grade students to local and regional
history through visits to area historic sites. The summer institute grew out of
an effort to expand the People and Places Program from providing direct services to students to providing learning opportunities for teachers. The New
England institute began as a one-week program in 1989 and was expanded to
a three-week format in 1990 through a grant from the National Endowment
for the Humanities. In 1994, a grant from the National Park Foundation with
support from the Pew Charitable Trusts enabled the expansion of both the
People and Places Program and the institute to teachers and resources in
Salem and Quincy. The institute achieved national recognition in 1993, when
it was named one of ten model programs offering teachers summer learning
opportunities, in a nationwide study by the United States Department of
Education.
Each year, the People and Places Program summer institute offers fifteen to
twenty teachers the opportunity to learn more about local history and community resources and to develop materials and lessons for their classrooms.
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The goals of the institute are to help teachers strengthen their knowledge of
the humanities; increase their skills in conducting historical research using
primary source materials, such as documents, artifacts and historic sites;
learn new strategies for teaching social studies; and develop ongoing relationships with park rangers, museum educators and scholars at historic sites
and education institutions.
To apply for the institute, teachers submit an application that includes short
essay questions such as: "What is important about teaching history?" and
"What are some of the common misconceptions about historical events and
people during the period of the American Revolution that you find in your
classroom?" The institute's academic sessions, which are taught by historians
from a variety of universities and academic institutions, help teachers examine such topics as Eighteenth Century Political Thought, Occupations and
Community Life. Park rangers and historians, museum educators and artisans lead the academic "extensions," which are designed to help teachers
develop their own techniques for teaching with historic places, artifacts, primary documents and architecture; teaching about occupations through handson activities; teaching through historical role-playing; teaching about racism
and resistance to oppression; and teaching about continuity and change over
time. At the end of the institute, teachers share the lesson plan that they will
use during the school year. The lesson plans are compiled, bound, and
shared with all of the summer institute participants.
PARTNERS (Potomac Area Rural Teachers using National Education
Resources for Students) is a three-year collaborative project between
Antietam and Monocacy National Battlefields, the Chesapeake and Ohio
Canal National Historical Park, Harpers Ferry National Historical Park, the
National Biological Survey's Leetown Science Center, Shepherd College and
six county school systems in Maryland, Virginia, and West Virginia. Funded
by the National Park Foundation with support from the Pew Charitable
Trusts, the project's aim is to develop curriculum-based activities for upperelementary and middle school students, which teachers can use at parks without staff assistance. To accomplish this goal, PARTNERS recently sponsored
a graduate level summer institute at Shepherd College in Shepherdstown,
West Virginia. Twenty-four teachers and five federal employees participated
in an intense two weeks consisting of special behind-the-scenes tours, lectures and activities led by historians, scientists and education professors. The
participants used the information and skills they learned at the institute to
create 29 interactive multidisciplinary lesson plans. These lessons have
become the first draft for the PARTNERS educators' guide. The project will
sponsor two more summer institutes in 1995 and 1996 with the aim of revising existing lessons which are field-tested throughout the school year, developing additional curriculum materials, and planning a workshop model which
educators will use to train their colleagues in the use of PARTNERS materials. When completed, PARTNERS will be a self-sustaining program that will
reach approximately 900 teachers and over 15,000 students.
Yosemite National Park's Teacher Intern Program is an example of a successful residential institute for teachers. Since 1987, small groups of teachers
have spent five weeks in the park each summer studying the natural and cultural history of the Sierra Nevadas. The park provides teachers with housing
and a small stipend, raised each year from a variety of funding sources. Last
summer, a park education specialist and a seasonal ranger worked with the
teachers to structure activities, field trips and lectures around a central topic:
"The Sierra Nevada Through the Eyes of Change." Teachers were considered
part of park staff. They met with maintenance workers, visitor protection
rangers and resource managers in addition to interpreters, to learn about park
resources and operations. They critiqued existing education programs,
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worked with teachers from the three elementary schools located in Yosemite
and traveled outside park boundaries to visit related resources such as the
U.S. Forest Service Mono Lake Visitor Center. In return for the opportunity
to participate in this dynamic staff development experience, the teachers
developed a multidisciplinary traveling trunk program for the park which
includes 40 fully developed activities and a list of over 50 teaching aids and
manipulatives. The park has already received funding to print the activities
and purchase the materials for fifteen trunks which will be loaned to schools
nationwide. Back home, the teachers will be conducting staff development
workshops to share what they learned with their colleagues and spread the
word about the importance of protecting the resources of Yosemite National
Park and the entire National Park System. Both the trunk program and the
ripple effect of ongoing staff development workshops and classroom activities that will be a direct result of the Yosemite Teacher Intern Program have
the potential of bringing the preservation message to new audiences that may
never have had the opportunity or the inclination to visit the national parks.

You can Sponsor an Institute!
We have shown you just three examples of ongoing teacher institutes. There
are many more models to examine before choosing the format that is right for
you and your location. You will need to think about how an institute may
support your program's overall goals and themes; the length and timing of
your institute and whether it will be residential or non-residential; whether
you will target teachers from one community, geographic area and grade
level or many; who will actually coordinate and manage the institute and
what individual partners may bring to a collaboration; the need for outside
funding; whether to charge for your institute, provide in-service credit or
offer teachers a stipend; the best people and locations for conducting institute
sessions; what your own staff might gain from the institute; and how you will
evaluate the institute and ensure follow-up and continued relationships with
teachers during the school year.
Institutes can start out small and grow, both in scope and in length. A returning institute teacher may be used as a "master educator," helping teachers
make connections between institute sessions and materials and resources for
use in the classroom. Interns or summer seasonal interpreters with backgrounds or a course of study in education may not only serve as assistants or
logistics coordinators for the institute but would also benefit from the experience. Keep in mind that someone needs to be responsible for the day-to-day
aspects of the institute, from ordering books and supplies to making sure that
coffee is made every morning. You may choose to hire a consultant to manage and coordinate the institute, leaving you and your staff more time to
serve as institute hosts and to conduct institute sessions. An evaluation of the
institute should look at how the teachers interacted with, and learned from,
each other as well as how they related to the institute staff.
This may sound like a lot of work, but we guarantee that sponsoring a
teacher institute is worth the effort, time, and funds devoted to it. As is written: "Past is Prologue" the history learned, the issues dissected, the friendships cemented, the knowledge and ideas shared-all will go on being relevant well into the new Century.
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IDEA - A National Opportunity to
Cruise the Information Super Highway
Betty Hoermann
Director
National Park Service Center for
Teaching and Learning, a Cooperative
Park Education Unit (CPEU) with the
University of Massachusetts Lowell

Inter-Disciplinary Education Access (IDEA), an electronic bulletin board that
connects teachers and rangers, has been operational since summer from the
National Park Service Center for Teaching and Learning. IDEA is accessible
via modem and the UMASS Lowell VAX computer system or via the
Internet. The response to IDEA has been super! Currently approximately 250
park sites and 3,000 teachers across the country are connected to IDEA. The
goal is to identify one contact person at each of the national parks.
Electronic networking is new to many of us. IDEA is an easy-to-use, menudriven network. Each and every screen offers the user directions on how to
move around the system. Users are encouraged to follow the directions sent
to each person for logging onto the network and to spend some time reading
through the directions and information provided. A User's Guide to IDEA is
being developed that will contain a tutorial to familiarize users with each area
of the bulletin board.
Accounts on IDEA are provided free of charge to any park ranger, teacher,
and museum educator. There is no user fee for this system. To obtain an
account follow the directions at the end of this article. There is no limit to the
number of rangers from a park who have an account. To access the system
you need a computer, modem, communication software (ProComm Plus
communication software is licensed by the National Park Service), phone line
(does not have to be a dedicated line), and a desire to talk to colleagues at
their convenience, communicate with a national audience, access specialists,
distribute materials, find out what's new in programming, and much, much
more!
One of benefits of this system is that it gives the user full access to the
Internet. Using cc:mail, rangers can send electronic mail via the Internet.
However, you cannot access the wealth of information that is currently available on the Internet. IDEA offers Internet access at no cost to the user other
than the phone lines. However, there is a way around a long distance phone
call. Since IDEA is run through the UMASS Lowell system, the direct phone
number is 508 934-2400. The other way to get into the system is to "telnet to
idea" through a local college or university. Most colleges and universities,
and some state departments of education, offer accounts on their computing
systems. As an educator/interpreter contact your local college or university to
see if they will give you an account at no charge. This way you can use a
local phone call to "telnet to idea" and avoid the cost of a long distance call.
Another benefit of IDEA is the ability to share curriculum materials and
teaching ideas for on-site and outreach programs with parks and the education community throughout the country, without incurring costs for printing
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and distributing hard copies. How often have you received a phone call from
a teacher looking for information on your site only to discover that you are
down to your last few copies of teaching materials? Teachers are always
looking for new ways to teach and new materials to supplement their curriculum. With the development of the new curriculum standards in all the major
discipline areas teachers have more content and skills to teach to their students. National Parks offer opportunities as learning laboratories to assist
teachers in fulfilling these standards at the same time as using the materials
to promote the mission of the agency. To preserve and protect we need to
educate the public about the resources. IDEA offers several ways to reach a
wider audience.
One way to share materials is to submit the complete curriculum packet to be
loaded onto the network so anyone can read or download it. This is especially
good for those materials that you give away to teachers and other educators
who request copies. For items that are sold through a cooperating association
or friends group and are not available free of charge, a written description
and ordering information can be submitted for inclusion on the network.
Another option is to present a "teaser" — a sample lesson or activity from a
curriculum packet that is available for a fee — and a description of the packet
and ordering information. The network then functions as a great marketing
tool.
In order to maintain the high quality and standards that the NPS is known for,
all materials will be screened against an established set of criteria. This set of
criteria has been sent to each of the park contact persons along with instructions for submitting materials.
If you would like to sign up as a contact person for your park or as a general
user, send the following information:
• Name
• Park name and mailing address
• Park phone number
• Supervisor's name
• level of experience working on network
• availability of a modem
• availability of communication software
• availability of phone line
This information and any questions concerning any of the information in this
article should be directed to Betty Hoermann.
Contact information:
MaihNPS Center for Teaching and Learning
400 Foot of John Street
Lowell, MA 01852
Phone:508 970-5021
FAX:508 970-5085
Internet:bettyh@ idea.uml.edu
cc mail:Hoermann, Betty
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Children are the Future of the
Everglades
Neil De Jong
Chief of Interpretation
Everglades National Park

For its nearly twenty-five years of existence, the environmental education
(EE) program at Everglades National Park has been based on the premise that
children are the future of the Everglades.

The Program's History
In the 1960s there was a proposal to develop a new jet-port west of Miami, in
what is today Big Cypress National Preserve. The national, state, and local
environmental communities rallied to defeat the proposal. As a result of their
efforts Big Cypress National Preserve was established to preserve the flow of
freshwater into Everglades National Park. Many local school groups were
involved in the effort to stop the airport and protect the Everglades. This
environmental victory showed students and teachers that they could influence
the decision making process. They wanted to do more.
In 1970 a core group of teachers and school administrators met with park
staff to see what could be done. Thus was planted the seed for an environmental education program. Educators and park staff collaborated on a set of
goals to help teachers meet curriculum objectives and to assist the park in
meeting its mandate to conserve and protect the Everglades for us and future
generations to enjoy. The goals established were to:
1. Acquaint students with the
Everglades ecosystem through
hands-on interactive learning experiences,
2. Develop within the students an
understanding of the value of the
Everglades to all of south Florida,
3. Develop within students an
appreciation for the total environment, and
4. Direct students to actively think
about, and participate in, solving the
environmental problems and decisions that face south Florida.
These goals have survived the test
of time. They remain essentially
unchanged from when they were
established nearly a quarter of a
century ago.

President Bush participates in an environmental education program at Everglades
National Park.

While the goals have not changed, the means for achieving them has evolved
over time, and will continue to evolve into the future.

The Present
Every year (from October through mid-April) over 10,000 students, teachers,
and parent chaperons participate in day programs at four locations in the
park. The Shark Valley program is for fourth graders and deals primarily
with water and its role in the Everglades ecosystem. At Royal Palm and
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Long Pine Key fifth and sixth graders explore several of the park's habitats
(sawgrass prairie, pinelands, hardwood hammocks, and a freshwater slough).
Sixth, seventh, and eighth graders on the Gulf Coast take a boat to one of the
mangrove islands. There they learn how Calusa Indians and pioneer settlers
survived in this estuarine environment. Fourth graders learn about hardwood
hammocks and their inhabitants in the Tree Snail program at the Loop Road
EE Center. Each program has a mandatory teacher workshop and a study
guide that helps teachers prepare their students for the park visit. In addition
they receive a copy of "An Activity Guide for Teachers."
Annually, from mid-December through early April, the Hidden Lake and
Loop Road EE Centers provide 1,500 fifth and sixth grade students, teachers,
and chaperons an opportunity to explore the Everglades. They spend a three
day, two night cooperative learning experience in the park. While in camp
students learn about the Everglades and about themselves. They assist in
preparation of meals and share responsibilities for cleaning their tents, rest
rooms, and the campgrounds. Teachers must attend a two-day workshop
prior to participating in the program. At the workshop they meet the ranger
assigned to their camp, develop an agenda for their camp, receive pre-visit
activities, familiarize themselves with the facilities, and become acquainted
with program policies and guidelines. Each teacher also receives a guide that
helps them prepare for their camping experience.
In mid-April EE staff spend a week doing outreach programs in schools in
the Florida Keys. The one-and-one-half hour programs relate to Florida Bay,
the Dry Tortugas, and the coral reef ecosystem.

The Future
Because of budgetary constraints and potential impacts on the resource the
park's on-site EE programs will not expand beyond their current level in the
near future. They will maintain their current level.
However, there are opportunities to bring the park into the classroom.
Several years ago park staff set a goal to provide every fourth grade teacher
in the state of Florida with materials about the Everglades. In August, 1993 a
grant from the National Park Foundation and the Pew Charitable Trust provided us with the financial resources to help accomplish that goal. By the
fall of 1996 all 8,000 fourth grade teachers in the state of Florida will have a
curriculum module about the Everglades. The module will consist of a
video, written materials, and activity kits. Teacher workshops will be offered
throughout the state to train teachers in the use of the materials.

Evaluating effectiveness
"How do you evaluate the effectiveness of your program?" is a question that
is frequently asked. A statistical survey has not been done to evaluate the
program. There are, however, other ways to measure effectiveness. One of
the most effective measures of success occurs during "parents night" programs. These programs help alleviate concerns that parents have when they
hear that their child is spending two nights in the "wilds of the Everglades."
EE staff go into the schools to meet with parents and students. On more than
one occasion a parent has come up after a program and said "You know I
went through your program twenty years ago. I've been telling Suzie what a
great time she's going to have, what a neat place the Everglades is, and that it
needs to be protected." We have teachers who camped with us as fifth
graders and are now bringing their students out for the same experience they
had as children. Then there is the chaperon who was excitedly wandering
around camp pointing out where the old rest rooms used to be and describing
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the scenes that were painted on the walls. She said that when her sister-inlaw, a fifth grade teacher, told her she was coming out to the park with her
students, she just had to come along. When she camped at Hidden Lake as a
child it had such a dramatic impact on her life that she had to come out and
see it again. It is these recollections of people who graduated from the program a generation ago that are the greatest measure of its effectiveness.

Formula for Success
Patience, partnership, continuity, and commitment are necessary for a successful EE program. It has taken Everglades National Park's EE program
nearly a quarter of a century to get to where it is today. Quality programs
and activities take time to develop and field test. It also takes time to make
contacts, establish a rapport with, and gain the confidence of the educational
community in your area. Be patient. A successful program doesn't happen
overnight.
No park can conduct a successful EE program without outside support.
Teachers are the most important partners. Without them there would be no
program. It is critical that teachers, curriculum developers, and school
administrators be involved in your program from the very beginning.
Mandatory teacher workshops in which policy is set, goals are established,
and materials generated gives teachers a sense of ownership in the program.
It becomes their program. Recognition of your partners for their support
goes a long way toward retaining that support. On the twentieth anniversary
of the EE program, Everglades National Park had a teacher awards ceremony
to recognize teachers who had been with the program for five, ten, fifteen,
and twenty years. The park superintendent and the superintendent of schools
were both present to acknowledge the teachers for their work.
School districts are vital to the success of your program. Work with them to
get in-service credit for teachers participating in your workshops. Many districts mandate that their schools teach environmental education. If your program can help them meet those mandates both the park and school district
benefit. Frequently transportation is the biggest hinderance to getting students to the park. Everglades National Park has a verbal agreement for Dade
County Public Schools to provide 150 bus trips to the park every year.
Again, recognition of the partners for their support pays big dividends. This
year the park nominated Dade County Public Schools for the National Park
Foundation's Partnership Leadership Award. They won and were presented
the award by President and Mrs. Clinton at a White House ceremony during
National Park Week. Normally we do not know until September whether we
will have our full allotment of buses. This year in May, on the ride over to
the White House, the school district representative assured us that he had
already set aside funding for 150 buses for the 1994-95 school year.
You may also gain support from agencies with mandates similar to yours,
especially if that support helps them meet their mandates. The South Florida
Water Management District (SFWMD) is mandated to educate the public
about limitations on their water supply. Many of our EE programs deal with
water related issues. Last year SFWMD paid for supplies and materials associated with teacher workshops. This year they have agreed to print all of the
materials associated with our on-site program as well as the materials that are
being developed for the curriculum module that is to be distributed to the
state's 8,000 fourth grade teachers.
Park concessionaires can also be valuable partners. Gettysburg Tours, who
operate the open air trams at Shark Valley, have made available a tram for the
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EE programs for the last six or seven years. Everglades National Park Boat
Tours provides boat service for the Gulf Coast EE program at a greatly
reduced cost.
If your program has some continuity, teachers and school administrators will
feel much more comfortable with it. The goals for Everglades National
Park's EE program have remained essentially the same for more than 20
years. Our curriculum materials and other literature associated with the program have a distinctive cover that has been minimally altered over the years.
Continuity of staff also helps. While new blood is essential, one or two people familiar with the program and its procedures are invaluable.
Commitment from park staff, teachers and other partners, and park administrators is critical. Without the strong, long term commitment of these people
the EE program at Everglades National Park could not have survived. In the
early 1980s the National Park Service was told that environmental education
was not part of our mandate. Most EE programs in the Service fell by the
wayside. Everglades National Park changed the name of their program but
continued to operate as they always had. This could not have happened without the strong support of park management and the local educational community. Everglades National Park has also made a substantial financial commitment to its EE program. It has done so because it recognizes that children
are the future of the Everglades. A quality environmental education program
is an assurance that the park's future is in good hands.

All eyes are on Park Ranger Craig "Big Bull" Moore as he tells Denver area
school students what it was like to have lived at Bent's Old Fort 160 years
ago. Bent's Old Fort National Historic Site is located six miles from La
Junta, Colorado, on the historic mountain branch of the Santa Fe Trail.
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Landscape Education Partnership
Leslie Obleschuk
Education Specialist
Frederick Law Olmsted National
Historic Site
Brookline, Massachusetts

Frederick Law Olmsted National Historic Site was the home and office of the
founder of American landscape architecture. Combining expertise in science,
design, and history, Frederick Law Olmsted National Historic Site and the
Arnold Arboretum of Harvard University are creating new educational opportunities to help Boston area students discover and preserve public landscapes.
With the support of the National Park Foundation, this unprecedented effort
will turn public parks into learning laboratories where younger children
explore the idea of landscape and older students build practical design and
preservation skills. Through the discovery of the urban landscape, students
and teachers will investigate natural and cultural history, geography, science
and art.
Beginning in 1995, an estimated 75 teachers and 1,875 students in Grades 46 will participate in landscape education activities in the classroom and at the
Arnold Arboretum. Separate units of study introduce the idea of landscape as
nature, scenery, witness and "sense of place" with an emphasis on the importance of landscapes to the quality of life in our cities and neighborhoods.
Students develop learning skills through observation, writing, problem solving and team planning exercises. Program goals are to develop an awareness
of and appreciation for the natural and designed landscape, identify ways in
which landscapes have value to people and communities, and encourage
responsibility for sensitive landscape design and preservation.

"The Children's Hour"
Leslie Obleschuk
Education Specialist
Longfellow National Historic Site
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Longfellow National Historic Site is important as an early headquarters for
General George Washington during the American Revolution and as the
home of the 19th century poet Henry Wadsworth Longfellow and his family.
Longfellow welcomed friends and visitors from around the world to his home
and wrote many of his most important epic and popular poems while in residence from 1837-1882 including Evangeline, The Song of Hiawatha,
Courtship of Miles Standish, Paul Revere's Ride, The Village Blacksmith and
The Children's Hour. One of the world's best loved literary figures,
Longfellow helped to create a distinctly American poetic tradition rich in
romance, adventure, and great, simple truths. His writings, so evocative of
the past, are a constant source of encouragement and a reminder of all that is
essential to the human spirit.
The Children's Hour introduces students in Grades 3-6 to Longfellow's life
and writings through slides, "Who Am I?" and "Dictionary Detective" quiz
materials, poetry writing activities, "I am a poet, too!" buttons and more.
Students discover the power of the written word and the idea that they can be
poets, too. Funded through an initial grant from the National Park
Foundation and available for rental or purchase through Eastern National
Park & Monument Association, The Children's Hour Kit will be available for
years to come, as a permanent part of the education program at Longfellow
National Historic Site.
Since January, 1991, 25,000 students nationwide have participated in The
Children's Hour.
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John F. Kennedy: "Let Us Begin...."
Leslie Obleschuk
Education Specialist
John Fitzgerald Kennedy National
Historic Site
Brookline, Massachusetts

John F. Kennedy National Historic Site is the birthplace and boyhood home
of our nation's 35th president. Classroom and on-site activities currently in
development as part of education outreach introduce the boy who would be
president, his contributions, and the changing and challenging world in which
he lived.
Change and challenge are words that describe not only John F. Kennedy's
development, but also the dynamics of program development at his birthplace. The need to re-examine interpretive themes and objectives and to
establish historical perspective becomes more critical with each passing year.
Today, more than half of the visitor public have no personal memory of
Kennedy. Many adults base their evaluation of his character and contributions on information found in media stories and revisionist histories that
appear with regularity. For children, John F. Kennedy is another figure from
the distant past like John Adams or Abraham Lincoln.
John F. Kennedy: "Let Us Begin. . . ." is designed to help students in Grades
3-6 consider the following questions: In the boy, can we catch a glimpse of
the man? What forces and circumstances drove him? What problems and
issues did he face? Why do we remember him? Program kit materials
include slides, "Who Am I?" and "Dictionary Detective" quiz activities, and
reading and writing exercises that follow Kennedy's life from boyhood to the
presidency. Kits will be available for rental or purchase through Eastern
National Park & Monument Association in Spring 1995.

To Build a Better Mousetrap:
Classroom Teaching and Your Historic
Place
Beth M. Boland
Historian
National Register of Historic Places

If you really want classroom teachers to "beat a path to your door"—either literally or figuratively, you need that better product. Since "better" education
is, among other things, more interesting and exciting, historic places start
with an inherent advantage. Because they are tangible, because they are
real, historic places engage students by making a connection between abstract
concepts about the past and the their lives today. There has been much attention over the last decade to education reform, and teachers are hungry for
information and materials to augment their often dry textbooks. At the same
time, interpreters are eager to reach as broad an audience as possible with
their knowledge and stories. Both classroom teachers and interpreters can be
more effective by borrowing the goals and skills of the other. The Teaching
with Historic Places program can form a bridge between the two.
The National Park Service and the National Trust for Historic Preservation
initiated the Teaching with Historic Places program to bring together those
who have a wealth of information about historic places and those who teach
others how to learn about and from our past, especially classroom teachers.
Teaching with Historic Places combines instructional materials, professional
development, and technical assistance to provide immediate practical tools
for using places in education while also promoting working relationships
between historians, site experts, and teachers. The goals of the program are
to demonstrate how places can instruct us in American history, geography,
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and culture, even when we cannot visit them; enrich traditional classroom
teaching by showing how places link abstract concepts and distant events
with students' lives; and foster a greater appreciation for our country's cultural resources.
In addition to meeting the needs of teachers, Teaching with Historic Places
also helps fulfill several recommendations made by the National Park
Service's Education Task Force in its 1990 report. By focusing on historic
places, the program helps achieve the recommended balance between natural
and cultural resources. The program also facilitates the creation of lesson
plans by park employees; promotes the integration of Teaching with Historic
Places materials into park interpretive programs; encourages parks to work
with local schools; and offers training for park personnel. By editing, designing, publishing, and distributing completed lesson plans, the program also
helps parks do more with limited resources. In recognition of the program's
benefits to parks, the Parks as Classrooms program has funded several
Teaching with Historic Places workshops over the last three years.
The Teaching with Historic Places display
illustrates the inquiry approach used by
lesson plans to link historic places to
broad issues in American history. (Photo
by Beth Boland.)

National parks created for their historical importance and National Historic
Landmarks directly represent "the big picture" themes included in every textbook, and are obvious places to use in education. Places associated with the
state and local history also have much to teach about our nation's past, however, and information on these places is often the most difficult for teachers
to find. Moreover, the places students see around them often make the
strongest connection to their lives. That is one reason that the Teaching with
Historic Places program focuses on properties listed in the National Register
of Historic Places. Most of the more than 63,000 places listed in the
National Register represent state and local history.
National Register files contain text, maps, photographs, and other documents
that illuminate that history. Although any historic place has a story to tell,
those listed in the National Register already have been identified and studied,
and their significance documented in standardized reports obtainable free for
the asking. The National Register can provide teachers with lists of local historic places, and parks and other historic sites with lists of other geographically or thematically related places.
In the early stages of the program, it became apparent that even many teachers who appreciated the value of historic places as teaching tools often lacked
the training and experience to use them effectively. Therefore, our first priority became the creation of model instructional materials that demonstrated
the feasibility and effectiveness of using places to teach core subjects. The
resulting series of short lesson plans has become the foundation for the program. Based on one or more places listed in the National Register, each lesson links that place with topics covered in curricula and provides depth and
richness to textbook coverage without duplicating that information.
Following a format designed to meet curriculum requirements of upper elementary through high schools, each lesson engages the interest of the reader
with an introduction evocative of the place that is the subject of the lesson
and helpful background information; lists the learning objectives; provides
readings, maps, photographs, and other documents that students study as evidence; and guides students through activities that help them synthesize the
information and understand the larger issues. At least one activity always
leads the class to an examination of related historic places in their own area.
Not every lesson plan examines a historic place operated as a park or museum, but thanks to support from the Parks as Classroom program, interpreters,
education specialists, and other National Park Service professionals have
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drafted 42 lesson plans on places in the National Park System. Three additional Teaching with Historic Places lessons on park properties were included
in the first seven written by Fay Metcalf, creator of our lesson plan format
and the current series editor. The National Trust's Preservation Press has
published fourteen of the park lesson plans and expects to publish the rest in
1995. Of these, six have appeared in Social Education, the journal of the
National Council for the Social Studies, estimated to reach some 60,000
social studies teachers nationwide. Two more are scheduled for inclusion in
spring 1995 issues, and the Council plans to run Teaching with Historic
Places as a regular series in coming years. The Organization of American
Historians also reprinted a park lesson in the most recent issue of its journal
for history teachers, the Magazine of History, and is interested in including
others in future issues.
Because Teaching with Historic Places lesson plans receive national distribution as part of a now well-known series, they also bring more attention to the
sites they cover, reaching distant audiences as well as close-by neighbors and
visitors. This exposure can be especially valuable to remote or isolated
parks. Lesson plans necessarily focus on only one aspect of a site, but they
provide a concise package of information about that story, which can be used
in a variety of ways. The staff at Taft National Historic Site, for example,
began sending drafts of its lesson plan to students who wrote for information
long before the lesson was published. Since much of existing educational
materials at parks target elementary grades, site interpreters also could use
lesson plans to reach middle and high school classes and other new audiences.
These lesson plans also can complement and enhance existing programs at
historic sites. The easiest and most direct way is simply to display copies for
sale in the gift shop or bookstore. Because these lessons fit into established
curricula, however, they also make excellent pre- or post-visit classroom
units for teachers who bring their students to that site. Rancho Los Alamitos,
a municipally-owned site in California, is using its lesson plan both to
upgrade its current fourth grade tour and to develop a program for higher
grades. One ranger from Minute Man National Historical Park, when introduced to Teaching with Historic Places, immediately saw another advantageous use: providing a lesson plan on site to visiting teachers who are unable
to arrange a formal tour. This strategy would be especially useful to national
parks with limited personnel or an overabundance of school groups; otherwise overflow groups might have no formal guide other than the park
brochure. All of these uses are good ways to initiate or strengthen partnerships with local schools.
Lesson plans focus tightly on one place and on one or two stories important
to that place. Yet many parks are rich in cultural resources, have several stories to tell, or have several perspectives on those stories. Even parks that
have already created a Teaching with Historic Places lesson plan could write
several others. After addressing the main historic property, a park with cultural resources that are inaccessible—because of their remote location or fragile nature, for example—might create new Teaching with Historic Places lesson plans on those resources.
The lesson plan series has been very popular and will continue, but the program also seeks to promote the teaching methodologies for using places as
historical evidence. The Teaching with Historic Places staff conducts several
training sessions each year. These have ranged from week-long courses in
which each participant completes a lesson plan draft before departing, to
half- to two-day workshops introducing teachers to the basics of "reading"
historic places and developing teaching materials with them. In 1993, the
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class offered by the Graduate School for Education at George Mason
University. This fall the program offered a course for teams of preservationists and educators from 15 states to help them both design workshops for
their own constituents and begin to forge partnerships between these two disciplines in their states.
In addition to the series of the short lesson plans, Teaching with Historic
Places is developing other products to assist those interested using historic
places to teach. Two educational kits, each consisting of lesson plans related
to a particular theme in history—work and conflict—are well underway. A
curriculum framework for professional training and development is in the
process of being edited for publication. A technical assistance kit, which
contains the curriculum framework and other practical materials that can be
used in training, has been tested and is being revised. Finally, for the many
who have contacted the program to express interest in seeing lessons on their
favorite historic place, there is an "authors packet" of instructions in using the
Teaching with Historic Places lesson plan format and other information on
the program.
To learn more about the Teaching with Historic Places program, National
Park Service lesson plans in draft, upcoming workshops, or how to write a
lesson plan, write to "Teaching with Historic Places," National Register of
Historic Places, National Park Service, P.O. Box 37127, Suite 250,
Washington, DC 20013-7127. Parks and their cooperating associations can
buy lesson plans at a discount. For a list of published lesson plans, or to
order lesson plans, contact the Preservation Press, National Trust for Historic
Preservation, 1785 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20036.

Tips on Trunks
Mark Kerr
Park Ranger
National Capital Parks-Central
Washington DC

If you have ever seen the gleam in the eye of a child in the act of discovery,
you can understand the intoxication of being an educator. It was the opportunity to be an educator that first enticed me to the ranks of the National Park
Service, and never was my experience more rewarding as when I had the
opportunity to develop a traveling trunk for the Columbus Quincentennial.
The traveling trunk as a teaching medium had never been tried before in the
National Capital Region. I was first turned on to the idea by Eleanor Hall, a
Park Ranger at Jefferson Expansion Memorial, who had considerable success
in the development of a traveling trunk to tell the story of a fur trapper heading west.
We at NCR decided on using a similar approach to incorporate the controversial issues of the Columbus story. We felt that a trunk with the appropriate
contents could be stimulating, fun and thought provoking, and provide a
logistical element that could not be overlooked. In one self-contained unit
we had the flexibility to easily carry the program to outreach sites, mail it to
locations without the need for a ranger, and store the program all in one neat
package that could readily be used again and again.
A commitment to produce a traveling trunk was followed by the reality of the
task before us. The burden of treading on somewhat new ground was lessened with the aid of Eleanor Hall, who produced a "How to" guide on traveling trunks that I found to be valuable in my own project. With Eleanor's
guide to show me the way, I started the most difficult task of narrowing my
goal to the point where it would fit into the confines of a trunk. In the rush
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of ideas, I tended to bite off more than I could chew, and the hardest part was
to focus in on exactly what I wanted to say and how to say it. The KISS
principle applied very well in this case.
We knew that we wanted to deal with the multi-cultural aspects of the
Columbus story, and show how both the Native Americans and the
Europeans were influenced by each other. After many revisions, we decided
on a Native American basket and a Spanish sailors sea bag, filling them
respectively with items they might have carried to explain their culture.
Items such as a crucifix, medicine bottle or a cloth potato, conveyed much
larger themes on what led to the voyages, and the impact of the encounter
from an historical perspective, as well as the cultural aspects of technology,
agriculture and religion. Such simple items as jewelry, a horseshoe or a cinnamon stick, connoted elaborate ideas to be followed as far as the audience
could comprehend. This in itself provided great diversity and flexibility that
would accommodate a wide range of ages and interests.
After three months of preparation, procurement and presentations, three identical trunks had been completed. Two of these went to the Washington DC
Public School System to be distributed through their Media Distribution
Center. One trunk was kept by National Capital Parks-Central to be distributed throughout the metro region and beyond. I had the pleasure of presenting the program to many different schools, seeing the interaction of the students with the story of cross-cultural exchange, their legitimate understanding
and, just as important, the fun they had doing it. This made all the hard work
and frustration worth the effort.
You can see that the traveling trunk is a worthwhile medium that should be
utilized in many of our outreach programs, but how do you go about implementing one? Through my experience I have worked out a few hints that
you might find helpful if you were to pursue such an endeavor. First and
foremost it is important to ensure the support of your supervisors and their
commitment of providing you with the time and money to accomplish your
goals. The best way to achieve this is to make the project park related, make
a case for any void that it might fill, and be aware of the politics that are
always present within any organization.
Once the commitment has been made and you are comfortable with your support levels, it would be a good idea to establish some realistic time goals for
each phase of the project and stick to them. Long, drawn out projects can
often get away from us and end up dying from lack of momentum. Part of
this process is to narrow your topic as much as possible, until it is at a level
that you can manage and present, in its entirety, in 45 minutes. A good start
is to identify your audience and determine how far you want to take them.
Fifth graders are the most receptive for these hands-on programs because of
their physical and mental development, but as stated before, the program can
be adapted to cover a wide range of ages.
The success of your program will depend on your ability to provide a complete and detailed presentation that is important and relevant to what is taught
in the schools. Therefore, it is necessary to base all activities, goals, themes
and objectives on school curriculum in as many subjects as possible. Include
teachers in your project and find out how to make it easiest for them. Any
trunk you develop should include a teacher's guide they can use to present
the program without the presence of a ranger. This gives the program more
flexibility and allows you to get the information out even when staff shortages prohibit rangers from leaving the park for outreach. The teacher's guide
should contain pre- and post-trunk activities to introduce the program and to
have students reemphasize what they have learned. Evaluations are an
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important component of the teacher's guide, in order to get feedback on what
works and what doesn't. You can always adjust the program accordingly for
the next time.
The items that you decide to have in the trunk are the essence of your program. Each one should be carefully considered and have a viable purpose for
being included. An item should be able to convey a major theme or specific
story. Know the what, when, who, why and how of each item and how they
all fit together. For instance, in the case of the Columbus story, a plug of
tobacco can provoke discussions on European trade, Native American agriculture, religious ceremonies, plantations, and slavery. Keep in mind that
these items will be handled by hundreds of energetic children and should be
fairly large and durable to last in such an environment. It is a good idea to
set aside funds specifically for replacement of broken or missing items.
When it comes to actually purchasing the required items, the best bet is to
use donations from your Cooperative Association. They are much more flexible when it comes to purchasing some of the exotic items that might not
look appropriate to a government auditor. If you don't have that option and
you have to go through the park, make sure you walk through the paper work
with your AO and attach a detailed explanation or justification to any DI-1
form you submit. Once your items have been ordered, call periodically to
insure that they will be delivered in a timely manner. You should plan for at
least two months for delivery of any mail ordered items. There has been
some debate as to how authentic items should be if they are to represent historical periods. I personally feel that it is more realistic to keep your audience in mind, who can't appreciate the difference between pantaloons and
hosiery. Concentrate on using these props more to get across the idea or concept of the period rather than the historical accuracy of the stitching, which,
of course, would cost five times the amount of a less accurate reproductions.
Once the trunks have been completed, the next step is to figure out the logistics for its distribution. There are several options to consider and will probably be determined by the scope of your project and how far you want to go.
One option, of course is to present the program within the park or have a
ranger take it to specific schools for outreach. If you designed the trunk for a
specific school system, it is best to utilize their own internal media distribution system, but be sure to stay in contact with school officials to track its use
and replace any items that might be broken. Another option is to mail the
entire trunk to a school and make them responsible for shipping fees. By
having a teacher's guide, a school can utilize your program without a ranger
and can be experienced by a much greater number of students.
The trunk program is a great success with teachers, students and administrators. The teachers enjoy a program that is well thought out, relevant to their
course work and holds the interest of their students. The children enjoy the
hands-on approach that make learning more fun, and the park enjoys some
positive exposure, getting their message across and providing a valuable service to local residents who hopefully will support parks in the future. The
potential that lies within a box full of knowledge is far reaching and influential. I hope you can create the opportunity to utilize this medium in telling
the story of your park. A little imagination will guarantee success and you
will be rewarded in the process.
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The Picasso Phone:
Reaching Beyond Park Boundaries
Dan Hechenberger
Education Technician
Jefferson National Expansion
Memorial

During the past few years, new technological breakthroughs have been introduced at a rapid pace. In the field of interpretation, which new devices are
applicable, and in what interpretive situations can they best be used? At
Jefferson National Expansion Memorial (JEFF) a situation recently arose in
which the education department had the opportunity to experiment with a
device called a "Picasso Phone."
The park's introduction to the Picasso Phone took place in an unusual way.
An elementary school teacher named Mary Hayes in Bagley, Minnesota,
asked if the park might conduct a tour of our museum over the telephone.
The park's education director, Sue Siller, thought JEFF might be able to go a
step further than a normal telephone interview between the class and a
ranger, based on a newspaper article she'd recently read about a device called
a Picasso Phone. She called a local A.T.&T. representative, who was happy
to explain the way the new invention worked. Using two Picasso Still Image
Phones, a video tape player, monitor, and a dedicated telephone line (the
same as that needed for a FAX machine or modem), video images as well as
audio could be sent between two locations. Although the Picasso Phone
sends a series of still pictures rather than live video (making the presentation
more like a slide show than a movie), the technology is simple, with no bulky
cameras or satellite dishes to set up.
The first interpretive program in the NPS given over a Picasso Phone was
performed on February 24, 1994, in conjunction with St. Louis' Henry
School, using A.T.&T.'s demonstrator Picassos. Education Specialist Sue
Siller traveled to the school to observe the program from the perspective of
the students, and returned with valuable information. One of the drawbacks
of the technology was that the ranger in the museum could not make eye contact with his or her audience at the school. Based on Siller's observations, a
new interpretive program was designed which maximized the interactive
aspect of Picasso. In the future, the student group would be given a computer mouse, enabling them to circle objects or write words on their monitor
screens that the ranger could see in the museum.
The success of the original program in St. Louis prompted the JEFF education department to contact Mary Hayes in Bagley, Minnesota, who had originally requested a tour of the museum by telephone. Ms. Hayes was surprised
to learn that not only would a Park Ranger speak to the class over the telephone, but her students would also see a series of still images of the museum
with which they could interact.
The program for the fourth grade class of Bagley Elementary School was
scheduled for the morning of March 24, 1994, as was a second St. Louis program to make more effective use of time and equipment. On the appointed
day a snowstorm in Minnesota changed the scheduled time, but the program
was a success, with enthusiastic and well-prepared students. The still images
of the museum helped the rangers to tell the story of westward expansion and
to explain the symbolism of the Gateway Arch. With their mouse, the
Minnesota students asked questions by specifying objects they could see in
the still pictures on their monitor. The capabilities of the mouse were fully
utilized, as the ranger "showed" how a snake might live in the roof of a sod
house and "drop in" for supper. In addition, the route of Lewis and Clark
was traced on a map of North America, and the towns of St. Louis and
Bagley were located on the same map. There were many questions during
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the program, and it seemed that the students were fascinated by the technology. At the conclusion, they were delighted to send a class picture to the park
over the phone. As a follow-up, teacher Mary Hayes made many helpful
comments and mailed three spiral-bound booklets to the park which contained Picasso-related activities completed by the students. These included
stories about the experience, project notes with student graphics, and "mind
maps" which underscored the interrelationships of the material with their
studies.
The Picasso Phone generated a great deal of interest at JEFF. Superintendent
Gary Easton, Deputy Superintendent Ken Shaefer, Chief of Museum Services
and Interpretation Mark Engler, and Director of Visitor Services Dan Hand
all stopped by to see the Picasso Phone in action. There was a consensus that
the technology had future potential as an educational and interpretive tool.
During the planning stages of National Park Week in May 1994, Mark Engler
proposed a plan to highlight nationwide NPS sites by using Picasso technology. Dave Johnson of A.T.&T.'s national public relations office saw this use
of Picasso as a mutually beneficial partnership between A.T.&T. and the
NPS. Mr. Johnson approved the loan of Picasso Phones to several National
Park sites for the project. As parks were contacted to determine interest,
JEFF's education staff began to prepare material to help instruct collaborating
park sites in the use of Picasso.
The logistics of the National Park Week Picasso project were challenging.
Participating NPS sites spanned the United States, crossing time zones from
New York to Hawaii. The project accentuated the diversity of the park system, from classic natural sites to urban historic sites. Eight NPS areas participated: Padre Island NS, Great Smoky Mountains NP, Statue of Liberty NM.
Lyndon B. Johnson NHP, Glacier NP, National Capital Parks, Hawaii
Volcanoes NP, and JEFF. Most of these parks conducted two interactive programs with JEFF, and some were also able to set up programs with other participating parks. Secretary of Education Richard W. Riley participated in an
additional program presented by JEFF in conjunction with a school in
Plainfield, New Jersey, on May 26, 1994.
The Picasso Phone has proven to be a versatile tool, not only applicable to
programs with specific educational objectives, but also useful as an interpretive focus for the general public. The potential for the future use of Picasso
Still Image Phones is intriguing. Students in rural areas could benefit from
an interactive ranger-led program without the time, cost and logistics of travel to the actual site. Visitors to urban parks could share in the splendor of
magnificent natural resources. The business world already uses Picasso to
provide long distance training, which helps trim travel costs from budgets;
such training may also be applicable to the NPS.
Like the pioneers of the past, new frontiers constantly reach beyond our
interpretive boundaries, and we must decide which tools are best for our journey. The Picasso Still Image Phone might become an important tool in presenting outreach programs, educational sessions and training, and help to
take the Park Service into a new dimension of interpretation for the 21st century.
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Excellence in Interpretation
Corky Mayo
Chief of Interpretation

In these most interesting times of downsizing and reorganization the duty and
responsibility of supervisors and others towards employee recognition is most
important. Recognition of excellent work though both national and local
awards has always been a tradition of the National Park Service. Interpreters
are frequently recognized by their supervisors through superior performance
awards, special achievement awards, time off and letters of recognition. The
National Freeman Tilden Award was added to these tools to further recognize
interpretive excellence. The award evolved out of a discussion between Paul
Pritchard of the National Parks and Conservation Association and K.C.
DenDooven of KC Publications. It was created by the National Park Service
and the National Parks and Conservation Association to stimulate and reward
creative thinking and activity among National Park Service interpreters. The
name for the award was suggested by former Director Russ Dickenson. This
annual award is presented to one individual selected from seven field directorate Freeman Tilden Award winners. The nominees are judged on creativity,
positive contribution to the visitor experience and enhanced public understanding of national parks. The field directorate and national winners are
selected by a panel of three judges. At the national level that panel is composed of the Director of the National Park Service, President of the National
Parks and Conservation Association and a third private citizen judge who has
gained prominence in education or conservation.
Each field directorate winner receives a lithograph of Freeman Tilden, an
inscribed plaque and a two-year membership to the National Parks and
Conservation Association. The national winner receives a bust of Freeman
Tilden from the National Park Service and $2500 from the National Parks
and Conservation Association. The portrait bust and lithograph are copied
from an original sculpture and drawing by nationally recognized sculptor
Phillip Ratner. The national award has traditionally been presented at the
annual National Association for Interpretation Workshop.
In 1988, in addition to the Freeman Tilden Award, the Sequoia Award was
established to recognize National Park Service employees for significant,
long term (five years or more) contributions to National Park Service
Interpretation and Education in areas defined in the 1988 Interpretive
Challenge. These areas of recognition include: professional excellence, evaluation, education, partnerships, and interpretive media.
The award is a non-competitive, non-monetary award given by the WASO
Chief of Interpretation. It consists of a clear plastic embedment of a sequoia
cone mounted on a base which recognizes the individual being honored and
indicates the date of the award. Recommendations for the Sequoia Award
can be made by anyone through their Regional Chief of Interpretation,
Service Center Manager, or Employee Development Center Superintendent.
The awarding of the Sequoia Award is made after agreement between the
WASO Chief of Interpretation and two other judges. In general, up to five
Sequoia Awards can be made each year. Nominations can be made anytime
of the year. Since 1988 there have been twelve Sequoia Awards presented.
In 1994 three Sequoia Awards were presented at the agency meeting held
during the National Association for Interpretation Workshop in Cleveland,
Ohio. All three awards were presented for long term contributions to professional excellence in interpretation.
Jim Brady, Chief Ranger, National Park Service received his award for the
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Jim Brady, Chief Ranger, National Park Service received his award for the
great contributions he made for all rangers in establishing the Ranger Careers
Program. As a direct result of his steadfast attention to this program the new
Career Policy for National Park Ranger Work Force was signed by Director
Kennedy and implementation began July 10, 1994.

Jim Brady
Chief Ranger
National Park Service

Dick Cunningham Chief of Interpretation, Western Region received his
award for more than 30 years of excellent support and service to interpretation. His work resulted in the development of resource books for interpreters
focused on acid rain, biological diversity and global change.
He was a leader in the development of The Interpretive Challenge and was
very active in bringing the migration of neotropical birds to our attention.
His depth of experience will be missed in the service.
Ron Thoman, Chief of Interpretation, Yellowstone NP, received the Sequoia
Award for his continuous contribution to excellence in Interpretation.
Particularly noteworthy is his personal effect on many of the interpreters currently in the service through his position as an instructor at the Albright
Training Center and through the many assignments he has had in the interpretive field. Within the Rocky Mountain Region his peers have bestowed
upon him, with the greatest respect, titles such as "Father Thoman."

Dick Cunningham
Chief of Interpretation
Western Region

The nomination and presentation of the Sequoia Award permits all of us to
truly take notice of those around us who have risen above the rest in the work
of Interpretation and Education. We all can be very proud of those who have
receive it in the past and participate in seeing that those who deserve to be
recognized receive the Sequoia Award in the future.
Awards and recognition for excellence is part of doing our job. The awards
described in this article are certainly illustrative of our obligation and privilege to recognize the best that we have. Each of you is encouraged to take
the opportunity to nominate others that you personally may know that can
easily rise to the challenge.

Sequoia Awards
Ron Thoman
Chief of Interpretation
Yellowstone National Park
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1988: Gene Cox, Midwest Regional Office
1989: Alan Mebane, Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore
1990: Ken Raithel, Denver Service Center
1990: Tom Danton, Midwest Regional Office
1991: Bill Sontag, Rocky Mountain Regional Office
1991: Linda Olson, Grant Teton National Park
1991: Robert Holden, George Rogers Clark National Historical Site
1992: Lewis Catliff, Mammouth Cave National Park
1993: Mike Watson, Division of Interpretation, NPS
1994: Richard L. Cunningham, Western Regional Office
1994: Ron Thoman, Yellowstone NP
1994: Jim Brady, Division of Ranger Activities, NPS
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National Freeman Tilden Award Winners 1982-1994
1982:
1983:
1984:
1985:
1986:
1987:
1988:
1989:
1990:
1991:
1992:
1993:
1994:
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Victor Jackson, Zion National Park
Bruce Craig, Channel Islands National Park
Sandra Dayhoff, Everglades National Park
Walter McDowney, National Capital Parks East
Phillip Evans, Fort Raleigh National Historic Site
Carol Spears, Cuyahoga Valley National Recreation Area
Sylvia Flowers, Ocmulgee National Monument
James Small, Andersonville National Historic Site
Maureen Loughlin, Everglades National Park
Wilson Hunter, Jr., Canyon de Chelly National Monument
David Kronk, Everglades National Park
Mark Wagner, Katmai National Park and Preserve
Kimberly Ann Valentino, Northwest Alaska Areas

Solutions

"FROM SNAIL TRAIL TO
INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY"
Bob Huggins
Division of Interpretation

Corning off a snail trail and into the merge lane of the Information
Superhighway can be both daunting and exciting.
I can remember 15 years ago, unpacking my first little Apple home computer,
plugging it in and then thinking, now what do I do?
Back in those days, the information highway was a trail through the information wilderness where only the brave (with big computers) would go.
What a difference 15 years makes. Long gone is my little Apple home computer — replaced by a 486 with modem, fax, and laser printer. Where once I
could do little more than write a letter home to Mom or produce some KSAs;
now I find myself caught up in the World Wide Web, a victim of
"Internetitis."
But the use of computers goes far beyond word processing, e-mail and surfing the Internet. The use of computers has increased dramatically during the
past few years finding their way into all facets of work and play.
Recently the NPS and the other Interior Bureaus began compiling a complete
inventory of all educational programs. This inventory will reside in a DOT
database and should be accessible through the Internet. Those educational
park programs that deal with science, natural resources and archeology can
also be accessed via Internet through the Eisenhower National Clearinghouse
(ENC) located at The Ohio State University and can be found at the OSU
web site (http:www.enc.org). ENC serves as the main clearinghouse for the
science & math programs of Department of Education and a valuable
resource for educators.
Also found on the Internet is IDEA, Inter Disciplinary Educational Access,
an electronic bulletin board for educators and rangers. This was the first
product of the National Park Service Center for Teaching and Learning, a
CPEU at the University of Massachusetts Lowell. See Betty Hoermann's
article in this edition of Interpretation for complete information.
Finally, coming soon to the Internet will be "home pages" for
Interpretation/Education and Volunteers. These will be found on the National
Park Service Web Site which is already up and running. The home pages will
provide general information and graphics and allow the user to "click" on
hyper-text which will move them into more specific information such as individual park programs.
Great strides have been made recently in the field of electronic information
sharing and many believe that we have just scratched the surface.
Technology will continue to advance quickly and the future will belong to
those who try to keep up.
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